ABOUT ARTESIAN SPAS
Artesian Spas’ founding partners came together with one uniting goal: to provide the best
quality spas, the most features, and the greatest range of products. With over 100 years
of combined spa manufacturing experience, they worked together to create Artesian
Spas. When you buy an Artesian Spa, you become part of the family, provided with the
same quality service and support the company is world renowned for.
Artesian did not become one of the nation's leading spa providers by focusing only on
manufacturing and marketing. We did it by focusing on people and how to make their lives
better. The pace and tone of today's world is harsh, resulting in a variety of stress and
behavior-related maladies. From tension headaches to back pain to diabetes, the range of
modern problems makes us cry out for relief. And there is no more soothing, effective or
enjoyable form of relief than an Artesian spa, caringly designed to enhance the lifestyle
and health of every customer. Spas are our passion and we'd like to share that passion
with you.

Nowhere is our passionate commitment more evident than in the unparalleled quality of our spas. Each model has
been painstakingly crafted to provide a feature-rich, optimal mix of elegance and functionality, omitting no detail.
While many perceive spas as unattainable luxuries, Artesian builds a spa for every budget. And, working with our
worldwide network of top-tier dealers, we bring the comfort, satisfaction, and benefits of owning an Artesian spa well
within the reach of the average person.
An investment in an Artesian spa is one of the wisest investments you can make, whether you live in California, the
Midwest, New England, England, Austria, or any one of the more than 300 worldwide markets serviced by an
Authorized Artesian Spas dealer. Artesian builds a spa for every budget, from the high end, for those accustomed to
incomparable luxury, to the middle and lower price range, where good quality is important even to someone on a
limited budget. Whether you are young and eager to awe and entertain or more mature and looking to unwind in
seclusion, Artesian has the spa for you.

